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Abstract
Cascading light through two thermal vapour cells has been shown to improve the performance
of atomic filters that aim to maximise peak transmission over a minimised bandpass window. In
this paper, we explore the atomic physics responsible for the operation of the second cell, which
is situated in a transverse (Voigt) magnetic field and opens a narrow transmission window in an
optically thick atomic vapour. By assuming transitions with Gaussian line shapes and magnetic
fields sufficiently large to access the hyperfine Paschen–Back regime, the window is modelled
by resolving the two transitions closest to line centre. We discuss the validity of this model and
perform an experiment which demonstrates the evolution of a naturally abundant Rb
transmission window as a function of magnetic field. The model results in a significant
reduction in two-cell parameter space, which we use to find theoretical optimised cascaded line
centre filters for Na, K, Rb and Cs across both D lines. With the exception of Cs, these all have a
better figure of merit than comparable single cell filters in literature. Most noteworthy is a
Rb-D2 filter which outputs >92% of light through a single peak at line centre, with maximum
transmission 0.71 and a width of 330MHz at half maximum.

Keywords: magneto-optical effects, atomic filter, atomic spectroscopy, hyperfine Paschen–Back,
atomic transitions, optimisation

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Manipulation of light using magneto-optical effects is used
frequently in quantum optics literature [1–6]. Popular applic-
ations include optical isolators [7, 8], magnetometry [9–12]
and laser frequency stabilisation [13]. One of themain applica-
tions is narrow-bandmagneto-optical filters which only permit
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light in the spectral vicinity of atomic resonances [14]. These
atomic filters utilise atom-light interactions in a variety of con-
figurations, with the twomost common being Faraday [15–20]
and Voigt filters [21–23]. The names are inherited from
the corresponding Faraday and Voigt effects, where light is
magneto-optically rotated due to induced birefringence as it
traverses through a dispersive medium [24]. While based upon
the same underlying principles, these effects differ by the rel-
ative orientation of the light propagation vector k⃗ andmagnetic
field vector B⃗ [25]. As a result, an atomic medium will exhibit
different propagation eigenmodes, thus modifying the profiles
produced by these filter geometries [26]. Single cell atomic fil-
ters can also be realised in unconstrained B⃗ geometries, where
the angle that B⃗makes with k⃗ can be between 0◦ (Faraday) and
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90◦ (Voigt) [27, 28]. However, the wave equation solutions are
significantly more complex [29, 30], and consequently these
filters are rarely explored.

Atomic filters are employed in an ever-growing range
of applications, including single photon filtering [31, 32],
atmospheric lidar [33, 34], designing frequency-selective
lasers [35–38], ghost imaging [39], and optical communica-
tion [40, 41]. In solar physics studies, filters are realised by
cascading light throughmultiple thermal vapour cells [42–44].
Recently, we have shown cascading can also be used to sig-
nificantly improve the performance of atomic filters [45] that
aim to maximise the figure of merit (FOM) [46]

FOM=
T (νmax)

ENBW
; ENBW=

´
T (ν)dν
T (νmax)

, (1)

where T is the transmission relative to the input light intens-
ity. We use FOM as it balances maximising peak transmission
T (νmax), while simultaneously minimising equivalent noise
bandwidth (ENBW) over a large frequency (ν) range. There-
fore, we actively search for filters which are optically thick
at frequencies detuned away from peak transmission. The key
assumption we make is that the two cells in a cascaded system
have independent roles: the role of the first cell is to magneto-
optically rotate light and create regions of high peak transmis-
sions, while the role of the second cell is to absorb light away
from this peak, thus reducing ENBW.We therefore lift the fun-
damental limit of single cell filters, which need to both rotate
and absorb light using the same cell parameters [14].

In this paper, we show that transmission windows in optic-
ally thick atomic vapours can be used to create single-peaked
line centre filters, by acting as the ideal second cell in a cas-
caded cell atomic filter. In contrast to our previous experi-
mental realisation with Rb [45], the focus of this paper is to use
the atomic physics and thermal properties of optically thick
vapours, situated in the Voigt geometry [25, 47], in order to
generalise our complex cascaded system to other alkali metals
and atomic transitions. By resolving thermally broadened
atomic transitions [48, 49] in the hyperfine Paschen–Back
(HPB) regime [50–54], a simple two transition model is
derived which describes the mechanism to open the window.
We discuss the validity of this model, which assumes trans-
itions with Gaussian line shapes, and use experiment to visual-
ise why it breaks down. The same experiment demonstrates the
typical evolution of a Voigt transmission window as a function
of magnetic field strength. Finally, the model is used to sig-
nificantly reduce two-cell parameter space, and therefore we
find theoretical optimised cascaded line centre filters for Na,
K, Rb and Cs. With the exception of Cs, these exceed the per-
formance of single cell atomic filters in literature, as measured
by FOM [14, 28, 55].1 It is clear that the second cell absorp-
tion profiles of cascaded filters result in significant reductions
in noise displaced away from line centre. We therefore expect

1 Better FOMs can be achieved using cold atoms and velocity selection [56].
The cost is significantly reduced peak transmissions, and setups that rely on
pump lasers, magneto-optical traps and additional control systems [56–58].

there will be great utility in applying transmission windows
to single cell atomic filters at larger optical powers, which are
influenced by signal intensity away from line centre [59].

The paper is structured as follows: section 2 discusses the
relevant theory for analysing optically thick atomic vapours
in the HPB regime; operation of the cascaded cell line centre
filter is shown in section 3; the two transition model for optic-
ally thick transmission windows is presented in section 4,
supported by experiment. The paper culminates in section 5,
where we show optimised cascaded cell filters which output
the majority of light through a single peak at line centre. After
comparison to literature, the paper concludes in section 6.

2. Theoretical model

To study optically thick atomic vapours, we use Elec-
Sus [29, 60].ElecSus is an open-source computer program that
calculates the electric susceptibility χ of alkali metal atoms
in a thermal vapour, assuming closed two level systems and
a weak probe regime where population transfer is minim-
ised [61]. Absorption by the atoms is calculated using the ima-
ginary part of χ. This is due to the electric field extinction term
exp(−χIkz/2) which attenuates light as it propagates a dis-
tance z through a medium [62]. Comparing this term with the
Beer–Lambert law gives the absorption coefficient

αj(B,T,∆) = k
C2
j (B)d

2

2(2I+ 1)
N (T)
ℏϵ0

V(∆,T), (2)

which gives the line shapes of profiles detuned ∆ from
each resonance j in an atomic system [63]. Each Voigt pro-
file V(∆,T) is scaled vertically by temperature (T) due to
the exponential behaviour of alkali-metal number densities
N [64], while simultaneously being thermally broadened
along the horizontal detuning axis by Doppler motion [65]
and self-broadening mechanisms [49, 66]. Profiles are also
scaled vertically by the wavevector magnitude k, nuclear spin
I, and the non-trivial behaviour of line-strength factors C2

j d
2,

where C2
j are a function of magnetic field strength (B) [62].

The Voigt profile is a convolution of Gaussian and Lorentzian
functions [67], and in certain regimes can take one of these
line shapes by approximation. The Lorentzian approximation
is valid far-off resonance, whereas the Gaussian approxima-
tion is valid for∆< 1.5 ωD [48]. We show our model satisfies
this constraint in section 4.1, and therefore each Voigt profile
is approximated by [48]

V(∆,T)∼ 2
√
π ln2
ωD

exp[−(∆/ωD)
24ln2], (3)

where ωD = 2
√
ln2ku is the full width at half maximum

(FWHM), or Doppler width, of each Gaussian profile, and
u∝

√
T is the FWHM of the velocity distribution describing

the thermal motion of the atoms [68].
While T and B can modify the shape of an atomic spec-

trum, its position intrinsically depends on B due to the evol-
ution of transition energies via the Zeeman effect [69]. By
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using a matrix representation to construct the Hamiltonian Ĥ
describing our atomic system, we are able to model the Zee-
man interaction, as well as the effects of fine and hyperfine
structure.We calculate Ĥ in a completely uncoupled basis, and
then diagonalise Ĥ to give its eigenenergies and eigenstates.
Transition energies are calculated as the difference between
excited and ground state eigenenergies for all electric dipole-
allowed transitions between uncoupled basis states. Therefore,
the positioning of an atomic spectrum depends entirely upon
the quantum numbers, atomic constants andmagnetic field that
contribute towards Ĥ. For an in-depth analysis of the matrix
representation used by ElecSus, see [62]. The theory for how
χ relates to a filter’s transmission profile is discussed in liter-
ature, for example [70].

The behaviour of states can be split into regimes defined by
the magnitude of B [54]. At large magnetic fields, we enter the
HPB regime where energy levels are described by uncoupled
basis states |I,mI,J,mJ⟩. In this notation, J describes the total
electronic spin, m are projection quantum numbers, and for
each state labelled mJ there are 2I+ 1 energy levels [53, 54].
We assume the transmissionwindow opens in the HPB regime,
and therefore use a strong B field approximation to determine
state eigenenergies [69]

E|I,mI,J,mJ⟩ = AmImJ+µBB(gImI+ gJmJ). (4)

The energy E of the state |I,mI,J,mJ⟩ is in units of h, A is the
magnetic dipole constant, µB is the Bohr magneton and the g-
factors are gyromagnetic ratios. Since gI ≪ gJ, the effect of an
external magnetic field in the HPB regime is to split the state
eigenenergies into groups defined by mJ .

3. Faraday–Voigt line centre filter

The setup for our cascaded line centre filter has two thermal
vapour cells placed between crossed polarisers, as is shown
in figure 1. The first cell is placed in the Faraday geometry
(⃗k ∥ B⃗, θB = 0◦), which then outputs light to a second cell in the
Voigt geometry (⃗k⊥ B⃗, θB = 90◦). We use the Voigt geometry
since each of the two refractive index solutions to the wave
equation are associated with a propagation eigenmode that can
independently couple to σ+/− transitions, π transitions, or all
three simultaneously [25, 26]. The relative strength of these
transitions depends on the orientation of the atom-light sys-
tem. In the Voigt geometry, we define the angle of input polar-
isation θE relative to B⃗ (see figure 1). Therefore, π transitions
are drivenwith a strength weighted by cos2θE, and σ+/− trans-
itions are driven with a strength weighted by sin2θE [25]. For
large enough optical depths and θE ∼ 0◦(90◦), it is therefore
possible for atoms exhibiting π (σ+/−) transitions to absorb
100% of light. This is important as the aim of the second cell
is to create an absorption profile which is optically thick at the
largest possible frequency range detuned away from the filter’s
peak transmission. This contrasts with the Faraday geometry
at large B, where only 50% of light can be absorbed on res-
onance due to the dichroism associated with each propagation
eigenmode [1].

In figure 1, we show plots for a theoretical natural abund-
ance Rb Faraday–Voigt filter, analogous to the one construc-
ted in [45]. Any number following a parameter refers to the
cell i.e Faraday= 1, Voigt= 2. In this example, we input ver-
tical linear light into the first cell (Faraday, L1 = 5mm, θE =
90◦), which by our independent cell assumption rotates the
light by 90◦ such that horizontal linear light passes through
the second cell (Voigt, L2 = 5mm). Since E⃗ ∥ B⃗ through the
second cell, its spectrum exhibits π transitions only, whereas
we select for both σ+ and σ− transitions in [45]. At zero mag-
netic field (a), the second cell has a standard Rb-D2 spec-
trum (red). Typically, we would see four groups of resolved
transition profiles [63], but due to the high second cell tem-
perature T2 = 130◦C, the profiles of the two leftmost groups
of transitions merge. In column (b), where B2 = 0.33T, the
filter has no output (purple) since the optically thick second
cell spectrum is covering the first cell transmission (grey).
As B2 increases, weaker transitions begin to resolve from the
spectrum, decreasing in amplitude due to diminishing C2

j . In
column (c), the optimised filter is realised at B2 = 0.66T as
the second cell absorption profile begins to split at approxim-
ately 0.60T. This is highlighted in the spectrum heatmap, dis-
played on the right side of the figure. At this critical magnetic
field, the transmission window opens as the two main groups
of strong Rb-D2 π transitions separate due to different trans-
ition line gradients (see section 4.1). Column (d) highlights the
sensitivity of this type of filter. A larger value of B2 opens the
transmission window further: while this allows for a filter with
a larger peak transmission, the FOM decreases (olive) due to
larger increase in ENBW. The output is an ultra-narrow single-
peaked line centre filter which forms in an optically thick Voigt
transmission window.

4. Opening the transmission window

4.1. Two transition model

A large magnetic field is required to create the split in an
optically thick second cell absorption profile, opening the win-
dow for first cell transmission at line centre. The split occurs
because the energies of an atom’s ground and excited hyper-
fine states separate into groups defined by their mJ quantum
numbers for strong B fields, in accordance with equation (4).
The behaviour of both the ground and excited state ener-
gies imprint onto the transition energies for all electric-dipole
transitions of an atomic system, and therefore splits emerge
between different groups of transitions. This is described in
the appendix.

There is an abundance of literature which investigates trans-
ition energies both theoretically and experimentally [71–74].
The general application is precision magnetometry [9, 25],
where stretched states are typically used as atomic frequency
references at very large magnetic fields [75, 76]. In our sys-
tem, we model the splitting point as the total magnetic field
B(T) across the Voigt cell required to resolve the two thermally
broadened transitions closest to zero detuning. The first com-
ponent of B(T) is the initial magnetic field required for those
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Figure 1. A Faraday–Voigt line centre filter is realised by cascading light through thermal vapour cells in the Faraday (θB = 0◦) and Voigt
(θB = 90◦) geometries, with both cells placed between crossed polarisers (GTP). We show the evolution of a natural abundance Rb-D2
Faraday–Voigt filter, depicted at second cell magnetic fields (B2) of (a) 0T, (b) 0.33T, (c) 0.66T, and (d) 0.8T. Each filter is displayed in a
column and has fixed parameters: T1 = 105◦C, B1 = 8.6mT, T2 = 130◦C, and cell lengths 5mm. Vertical linearly polarised light is input
through the first cell (θE = 90◦). In each column, we display filter output (purple) in the bottom plot, while the top plot shows both the
second cell spectra (red) and filter output if the second cell is removed (grey). A transmission heatmap shows the full evolution of the
second cell spectra with increasing B2. In particular, it shows the second cell spectrum splitting at approximately 0.6T, highlighted by a
sharp rise in FOM (olive) which peaks at 1.84GHz−1. The theoretical model has been experimentally verified [45].

transitions to cross, which depends only on quantum numbers
and atomic constants i.e. atomic physics. We call this compon-
ent the strong cross BSC as it is found by assuming the HPB
regime. In this section, we consider the example where atoms
exhibit π transitions on the D2 line, and plot these for 87Rb
in figure 2(c). The colour of each transition energy indicates
the logarithmic strength of the transition (∝ C2

j ), such that we
can identify the two groups of strong transitions (darker lines)
in the HPB regime. By using equation (4) and the notation
m ′
J = mJ+ q, we can derive equation (A.3) which approxim-

ates transition energies in the HPB regime

∆E(q) = mI[mJ(A
′ −A)+ qA ′]

+µBB[mJ(g
′
J − gJ)+ qg ′

J]. (5)

In equation (5), we have used primes to indicate the excited
state, and q= 0 (±1) for π (σ±) transitions. In the appendix,
we identify the mJ quantum numbers responsible for each
transition group, and isolate the mI values of the inner trans-
itions closest to zero detuning. By substituting these into
equation (5) and equating the two transitions, we derive

Bπ
SC,D2 =

3
2
(A−A ′)I

µB
, (6)

for the D2 line. All equations for π and σ± transitions across
both D lines can be found in the appendix (equations (A.7)–
(A.10)). We add to figure 2(c) the strong B energy approx-
imation (orange) of the inner transitions using equation (5),
the identified quantum numbers from the appendix and atomic
constants from [60]. The bottom inset shows Bπ

SC,D2 (blue, dot-
ted), as well as the exact cross of the two transition groups
determined analytically using ElecSus (magenta, dashed). The
ratio of the strong and exact crossing points is 1.217, which we
find is constant for Na, 39K, and 87Rb (I= 3/2). As I increases,
this ratio tends to 1, and therefore can be viewed as a correction
for using the HPB strong B approximation.

The second component of B(T) gives the additional mag-
netic field required to resolve the finite temperature-dependent
width of these transitions. Figure 2(a) shows the second cell
absorption profile, using the parameters of the Voigt cell from
figure 1. The corresponding optical depth αL is plotted in
figure 2(b), where the relationship between these subplots is
transmission T = exp(−αL) [77]. The total profile (grey) is
calculated by summing the contributions from each transition;
see equation (2) (85Rb blue, 87Rb red. Only 87Rb is shown in
figure 2(a) for clarity). It is clear that the transmission win-
dow in the Rb spectrum is caused by resolving the two 87Rb
transition profiles closest to line centre, which have been high-
lighted in the figure (red). We model these as Gaussian pro-
files, and a simple approximation can be used to determine the
width where the profiles overlap. To determine the FWHM of
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Figure 2. (c) Evolution of 87Rb π transition energies with
increasing magnetic field, coloured by the logarithmic transition
strength. The separation of strong transitions defined by
mJ =±1/2→±1/2 opens a transmission window in optically
thick 87Rb and Rb spectroscopy. Also plotted are the energies of the
inner transitions using a strong B field approximation (orange),
defined by mI =−I, and their crossing point is shown in the inset
(blue, dotted). The exact crossing point of these transitions occurs at
a smaller B (magenta, dashed). (b) Optical depth αL for natural
abundance Rb, T= 130◦C, B= 0.66T, L= 5mm, in a geometry
where π transitions are induced. The contributions to the total
profile (grey) from each isotope are identified by colour (85Rb blue,
87Rb red). (a) The transmission spectrum T = exp(−αL) of the
same parameters. Only the 87Rb and total contributions are shown.
In both (a) and (b), the two profiles closest to zero detuning are
highlighted (red), as they are responsible for the evolution of the
transmission window.

a Gaussian profile, we set the exponential in equation (3) equal
to 0.5. Equivalently, our problem must solve

2(αL)min

(αL)max
=

−ln(TTW)

−ln(Tmin)
= exp[−(∆/ωD)

24ln2], (7)

where (αL)min is the optical depth of each resonance at the
point the two profiles overlap, ∆= 0 at (αL)max, and TTW is
used to denote the transmission at the peak of the transmission
window. Equation (7) assumes two symmetrically spaced pro-
files of equal height, which are both true at sufficiently large
B. The width at the overlap is therefore

∆=
ωD

2

√√√√ −1
ln(2)

ln

[
ln(TTW)/2
ln(Tmin)

]
> 1.15 ωD, (8)

where we have used Tmin < 0.001 and TTW > 0.7 for both
transition profiles by observing figure 2(a). Using the same
Tmin, ∆< 1.5 ωD for TTW < 0.97, and therefore this model
satisfies the Gaussian approximation in section 2. In accord-
ance with equation (5), ∆∼ (1/3)µBB for D2-π transitions.
We therefore approximate the thermal contribution Bth to B(T)
as

Bπ
th,D2 > 2.46 ωD. (9)

This value is a minimum, since we use upper and lower limits
of Tmin and TTW respectively when calculating ∆. The sim-
plicity in this model is that it is solely based on resolving
optically thick transitions in the HPB regime, and applies to
all alkali metals in this paper. By fixing Tmin and varying ∆
in equation (7), we expect TTW to trace out a Gaussian beha-
viour. The main temperature contribution is embedded in Tmin,
which is a simple approximation to (αL)max without the need
to explicitly calculate it using equation (2). A smaller Tmin,
and therefore larger (αL)max results in a larger width at a fixed
(αL)min. The consequence is a larger magnetic field to resolve
the profiles. By summingBSC andBth, we find a simple approx-
imation to the second cell magnetic field of our cascaded filters
for each alkali metal, transition and D line. This will be used
to reduce two-cell parameter space in section 5.

4.2. Transmission window evolution

An experiment was set up to display the evolution of a Voigt
transmission window as a function of magnetic field. The
schematic is shown in figure 3. A laser beam resonant with the
Rb-D2 line is split between experimental and reference optics
by a 50:50 beam splitter cube. Along the experimental chan-
nel, light is directed through a GTP, with optical power con-
trolled by a half waveplate and neutral density filters. Hori-
zontally polarised light then passes through a 2mm Rb vapour
cell of natural abundance, situated within a resistive heater. A
magnetic field is produced by two permanent NdFeB top hat
shaped magnets, positioned either side of the cell and aligned
in the Voigt geometry. The atom-light configuration is chosen
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Figure 3. A schematic of the transmission window experiment. A
distributed feedback (DFB) diode laser emits light resonant with the
Rb-D2 line. After traversing an optical isolator (OI), light is split by
a 50:50 beam splitter cube between reference optics (grey) and
experiment optics (yellow). Before the 2mm experimental cell,
horizontally polarised light is produced by a Glan–Taylor polariser
(GTP). Light then traverses the cell, which is placed in a copper
heater and situated within a transverse magnetic field (Voigt). The
signal is then detected by a photodetector (P.D.). Neutral density
filters (ND) and half waveplates (λ/2) are used to control laser beam
power. We use powers of order 100 nW, ensuring an atom-light
system that is in the weak probe regime [61]. Reference optics are
used as an atomic reference and to correct the non-linear laser
scan [77]. PBS: polarising beam splitter.

such that π transitions are induced. We control temperature
by adjusting the current into the heater, and magnetic field via
magnet separation. A 2mm experimental cell is used due to its
narrower spatial extent. We therefore achieve an upper mag-
netic field limit of ∼0.68T while maintaining field homogen-
eity at the<1% level [28]. At 0.68T, each Rb spectra typically
covers ∼40GHz. This range is achieved using a distributed
feedback laser whose central wavelength of 780nm is tuned
via a temperature controller and has been shown to achieve a
mode-hop free range of over 100GHz [25]. The optical powers
through experimental and reference cells were 700nW and
100nW respectively, with corresponding 1/e2 beam waists of
(665± 3)µm and (846± 4)µm. This ensures spectroscopy in
the weak probe regime [61].

Each Rb spectrum was linearised using the combination
of a Fabry–Pérot etalon and a 75mm natural abundance Rb
reference cell, which has known features at room temperat-
ure and zero magnetic field. Similar analysis using a sub-
Doppler atomic reference is described in [77]. The spectra
were fit using ElecSus in order to extract the temperature
and magnetic field of the atoms, which are initially treated
as floating parameters. A total of three data sets were taken,
each at different constant T (fix current into heater) while
varying B (magnet separation). For each fixed B, four spec-
tra were taken to account for random errors [78]. In order
to account for small temperature variations, we calculate Tm
as the mean temperature of all fits in a data set, along with
its corresponding standard error [78]. Each spectrum is then
refitted using Tm to determine the best fit magnetic field of
each spectrum. The mean magnetic field Bm and its error are
then taken across each set of four repeats. To calculate the

peak of the transmission window, which we denoted TTW in
section 4.1, we first calculate the expected detuning of TTW
using Tm, Bm and ElecSus. Each normalised spectrum has
100 000 data points, from which we take the mean transmis-
sion in the 5MHz vicinity of this expected detuning to determ-
ine TTW. We again take mean values and errors across the four
repeats to determine TTW at Tm and Bm.

The data are plotted in figure 4, along with theory curves
showing the expected evolution of TTW vs B. These were cal-
culated using ElecSus. The simple two transition model is vis-
ible from the figure: an atomic contribution where two profiles
cross, causing a minimum B which acts to shift the sigmoidal
curves horizontally, and a second thermal contribution whose
evolution depends on both atomic Doppler widths and trans-
ition line gradients. Similar sigmoidal behaviour was shown
in [46]. At lower temperatures, we see the evolution is near
Gaussian. As discussed in the previous section, increasing
temperature has a concomitant increase in number density and
(αL)max, which also acts to shift the curves horizontally to lar-
ger B. The effect of additional Lorentzian broadening at lar-
ger temperatures manifests itself in increased off-resonance
absorption [49]. Consequently, the behaviour of the curves
beyond TTW > 0.7 more closely follows 1/∆2 [48] than the
Gaussian behaviour exp(−∆2) in equation (3). The large
optical depth also means that, even off-resonance, there are
fractional contributions from other resonances (see inset of
figure 2(b)). Further deviations from the model come from
the predicted transition crossing in the HPB regime. We there-
fore expect that our model produces similar curves to those
in figure 4 but with steeper gradients, and shifted in magnetic
field. It is clear from figure 4 that an optically thick thermal
vapour in the Voigt geometry creates a narrow transmission
window when a sufficiently large magnetic field is applied.

5. Optimised line centre filters

Our theoretical model was used to investigate cascaded cell
atomic filters in the Faraday–Voigt configuration for Na, K,
Rb, and Cs across both D lines. This model has been exper-
imentally verified [45]. Magnetic field angle θB is fixed by
the cell configuration (see figure 1). We also fix element, iso-
topic abundance, D line, and cell length. Cell lengths of 5mm
were chosen as a compromise between optical depth and mag-
netic field homogeneity, although recent literature has shown
it is possible to attain tuneable homogeneous kilogauss mag-
netic fields for cell lengths of 25mm [79]. Each cascaded
filter has a FOM which varies non-trivially across a multi-
dimensional parameter space spanning both cells. We there-
fore interface ElecSus with an optimisation program based
on the SciPy differential evolution algorithm to find para-
meters which maximise the FOM of each filter. We calcu-
late FOM using a linear detuning grid which spans ±50GHz
in 10MHz steps, with an additional 5000 points centred in a
±0.5GHz range around each filter’s peak transmission. The
optimisation routine returns local maxima, and is therefore
iterated to determine the cell parameters which give a global
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Figure 4. Evolution of line centre transmission as a function of magnetic field, thus demonstrating a transmission window TTW opening.
Light traverses an optically thick 2mm natural abundance Rb vapour cell in the Voigt geometry (⃗k⊥ B⃗). Each spectrum exhibits thermally
broadened π-transition profiles which resolve at large magnetic fields. Three data sets are taken at constant temperatures
T= (131.07± 0.03)◦C, (140.45± 0.05)◦C and (149.04± 0.04)◦C, while increasing the magnetic field B. The insets show experiment
(gold) vs theory (purple) for three spectra, while highlighting the line centre transmission region (yellow). ElecSus interfaced with
Marquardt–Levenberg fitting yields the best fit parameters [29, 60], and from the fit we extract T and B, while the data gives TTW. The
standard error in B and TTW are shown as error bars and correspond to 4 repeats at each point. The error in T corresponds to the standard
error across a full data set, and is represented by broadened theory curves calculated using ElecSus. Both spectra residuals and line centre
transmission data show excellent agreement between theory and experiment.

Table 1. Optimised line centre filter parameters for light cascaded through both a Faraday (L1 = 5mm) and Voigt (L2 = 5mm) thermal
vapour cell. The percentage of total filter transmission T contained within a single peak at line centre is quantified by TSP. FWHMs are
given in both units of MHz and Doppler widths, where ωD is calculated using first cell temperature T1.

T1 B1 T2 B2 θE FOM FWHM Tmax TSP
Elem D line (◦C) (mT) (◦C) (mT) (◦) (GHz−1) (MHz) (ωD) (%)

Ka D2 109.8 82.9 155.0 110.4 3.1 1.05 564 0.64 0.69 87.0
Na D2 193.7 176.7 244.2 229.1 3.3 0.48 1196 0.73 0.67 85.4
Rba D2 105.9 8.4 128.7 658.4 90.6 1.88 330 0.57 0.71 92.0
85Rb D2 95.3 14.3 105.8 419.6 92.3 1.92 353 0.62 0.77 91.8
87Rb D2 82.8 253.0 123.1 261.9 1.0 1.09 391 0.70 0.71 60.4
Cs D2 72.6 357.3 120.1 362.3 1.5 1.10 359 0.88 0.69 58.9
Ka D1 120.7 64.0 164.3 165.7 94.5 1.03 542 0.61 0.70 81.4
Na D1 209.8 139.2 271.0 349.0 93.7 0.49 1081 0.65 0.68 79.3
Rba D1 131.9 19.8 155.5 563.7 91.2 1.17 257 0.44 0.48 69.7
85Rb D1 128.0 20.0 171.0 336.4 1.1 1.04 245 0.42 0.44 64.5
87Rb D1 124.8 31.6 156.6 645.3 90.9 1.15 484 0.84 0.83 86.7
Cs D1 102.6 150.5 158.1 527.3 2.4 0.86 334 0.83 0.73 65.1
a Natural abundance isotopic ratio.

FOM maximum. We allow five parameters to vary: these are
T1, B1, T2, B2 and θE. Filters with either σ+/− or π transitions
across the second cell were investigated, and therefore θE was
constrained in a ±5◦ range about 0◦ or 90◦ respectively. This
also satisfies the requirements for an optically thick medium
(see section 3). By constraining θE, we are also able to add
a minimum constraint to B2 using the model in section 4.1,
which requires knowledge of the second cell transitions to cal-
culate BSC. By assuming Gaussian line shapes, room temper-
ature Doppler widths ωD, and applying a 1/1.217 correction

to the strong cross component, we expect the model to under-
estimate B2 required to open the transmission window. The
constraints typically yielded a∼30% reduction in optimisation
time for any filter run2. A summary of the optimised paramet-
ers can be found in table 1, with a selection of filters shown

2 Using a computer with an Intel Core i5-1135G7 processor. An unconstrained
run would typically take 80–100 minutes, and for each filter we execute a
minimum of 10 runs.
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Figure 5. Optimised cascaded line centre filters in the Faraday–Voigt cell configuration. In colour, we show output filter profiles for Na,
85Rb, 87Rb and Cs (columns) for both D lines (rows). The second cell (Voigt) spectrum is plotted (grey), which acts as an optically thick
window for first cell transmission (Faraday filter without second cell, black dotted). Transitions across the second cell are related to the
angle of input polarisation [25]. For the D2 filters, the 85Rb second cell predominantly exhibits π transitions, whereas the others
predominantly exhibit σ+/− transitions. Parameters of each filter are shown in table 1.

in figure 5. There was no obvious connection as to whether
Faraday–Voigt line centre filters were better with π or σ+/−

transitions across their second cells, so the table only shows
filters with the best FOMs.

We find that Voigt transmission windows in optically thick
atomic vapours provide great utility in eliminating the multi-
peak structure of single cell atomic filters [14, 55] while main-
taining ultra-narrow bandwidths and high peak transmissions.
In most cases, >80% of the total transmission can be found
in a single line centre peak whose FWHM is much less than
a Doppler width. All cascaded line centre filters in table 1 are
better than the best single cell Faraday filters in current lit-
erature [55], with notable FOM improvements by factors of
4.7 and 4.3 for the natural abundance Rb and 85Rb D2 fil-
ters respectively. With the exception of Cs, these filters also
improve upon single cell filters in unconstrained θB geomet-
ries, in most cases by a factor of 2 [28]. The unconstrained
geometry utilises unique atom-light interactions to narrow the
width of filter profiles [80], but this only applies to Rb and
Cs [28]. For Na and K, atomic filters are limited by large Dop-
pler widths. Therefore, an optically thick transmission win-
dow provides a unique method to create an ultra-narrow line
centre filter. A key observation from figure 5 is the symmetry
of each second cell absorption profile, which we expect due to
the symmetric nature of alkali metal transitions in the HPB
regime. The main differentiating factor is that 87Rb and Cs
are more difficult to make optically thick due to their small
Doppler widths. It has been shown that larger optical powers
reduce optical depths as less atoms are in the ground state
absorbing light [63]. This can be compensated for by larger
number densitiesN (T). Assuming the same symmetric trans-
ition structure, we therefore expect optically thick transmis-
sion windows to have future utility in significantly reducing
the influence of signal intensity on line centre filters beyond
the weak probe regime [59].

6. Conclusion

In this work we showed ultra-narrow transmission windows
can be created in optically thick atomic vapours via spectro-
scopy in the Voigt geometry. The direct application is a second
cell in a cascaded cell atomic filter, whose role is to remove
noise displaced away from line centre. We showed the win-
dow opening mechanism, by applying a large magnetic field
to resolve the two thermally broadened transitions closest to
zero detuning. In this regime, a simple two transition model
was calculated to describe the transmission window evolution.
A near Gaussian evolution was demonstrated via experiment,
and deviations from the model were discussed. Finally, we
showed theoretical optimised cascaded filters for Na, K, Rb
and Cs across both D lines, which form in transmission win-
dows and output the majority of light through a single peak
at line centre. These filters have large peak transmissions and
bandwidths much less than a Doppler width.
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Appendix. Crossing of transition frequencies in the
HPB regime

In this appendix, we derive equation (6), the magnetic field
where the two D2-π transition energies closest to zero detun-
ing cross in the HPB regime. In section 2, we wrote the
eigenenergy approximation of an eigenstate |I,mI,J,mJ⟩ in the
HPB regime

E|I,mI,J,mJ⟩ = AmImJ+µBB(gImI+ gJmJ). (A.1)

Omitting the uncoupled basis state notation, we start by using
equation (A.1) to derive the energy of an allowed electric-
dipole transition

∆E= mI(A
′m ′

J −AmJ)

+µBB(g
′
Jm

′
J − gJmJ), (A.2)

where primes indicate the excited state, g ′
I = gI, and the selec-

tion rule ∆mI = 0 has been used [69]. Next we make the sub-
stitution m ′

J = mJ+ q:

∆E(q) = mI[mJ(A
′ −A)+ qA ′]

+µBB[mJ(g
′
J − gJ)+ qg ′

J]. (A.3)

By using this notation, we have σ± transitions when q≡
∆mJ = m ′

J −mJ =±1, and π transitions when ∆mJ = 0. To
determine the magnetic field at transition energy crossings, we
need to solve ∆E1(q1) = ∆E2(q2). The solutions correspond
to the transitions |I,mI1 ,1/2,mJ1⟩ → |I,mI1 ,J

′,mJ1 + q1⟩ and
|I,mI2 ,1/2,mJ2⟩ → |I,mI2 ,J

′,mJ2 + q2⟩ respectively:

B=
∆E1,hfs(q1)−∆E2,hfs(q2)

µB[(g ′
J − gJ)(mJ2 −mJ1)+ g ′

J(q2 − q1)]
,

∆E1,hfs(q1) = mI1 [mJ1(A
′ −A)+ q1A

′],

∆E2,hfs(q2) = mI2 [mJ2(A
′ −A)+ q2A

′]. (A.4)

The case we are considering is the splitting of groups of π
transitions on the D2 line. In the HPB regime, there are two
groups of π transitions between the ground and excited state
manifolds

|I,mI1 ,1/2,1/2⟩ → |I,mI1 ,3/2,1/2⟩,
|I,mI2 ,1/2,−1/2⟩ → |I,mI2 ,3/2,−1/2⟩. (A.5)

By substituting q1 = q2 = 0, g ′
J ∼ 4/3 and gJ ∼ 2 [62] into

equation (A.3), we find the two transition groups have gradi-
ents ±(1/3)µB with respect to B:

∆E1(q1 = 0) =
mI1

2
(A ′ −A)− 1

3
µBB,

∆E2(q2 = 0) =−mI2

2
(A ′ −A)+

1
3
µBB. (A.6)

The first terms in equations (A.3) and (A.6) are related to the
hyperfine interaction, and correspond to the splitting within
each transition group. We require the strong transition within
each group closest to zero detuning as these are responsible

for opening a transmission window. Inspection of the afore-
mentioned equations gives mI1 = mI2 =−I, and therefore we
solve equation (A.6) simultaneously:

Bπ
SC,D2 =

3
2
(A−A ′)I

µB
, (A.7)

where SC is strong cross, and D2 corresponds to the D line of
the π transitions. The following equations can be derived in
the same way:

Bσ
SC,D2 =

1
2
(A− 3A ′)I

µB
, (A.8)

Bπ
SC,D1 =

3
4
(A−A ′)I

µB
, (A.9)

Bσ
SC,D1 =

3
8
(A+A ′)I

µB
. (A.10)

By identifying the quantum numbers responsible for the trans-
itions closest to zero detuning, equations (A.7)–(A.10) can
also be found by direct substitution into equation (A.4).
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